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ABSTRACT

Knowing the primary fluid type(s), and their distribution are fundamental in making right field development decisions. 
Hence, oil and gas companies invest millions of dollars in the early phase of field development planning in acquiring 
relevant data to address fluid type/contact uncertainties. Egu field lies in the shallow offshore of the Niger Delta within a 
water depth of 13-30 m and is structurally complex with series of crestal faults resulting in compartmentalized reservoirs. 
The C8000 and C9000 reservoirs were studied as part of the Egu Field feasibility assessment. For both reservoirs, an 
improved understanding of the pore fill type, fluid distribution and contacts was key to reaching a final development 
decision. Available well data was unable to resolve the underlying fluid uncertainties, hence seismic data and other 
petroleum engineering information were integrated in this study. Amplitude from seismic integrated with well data was 
utilized to generate an improved understanding of the fluid fill and distribution leading to the prediction of an oil rim with 
thickness of 44ft and a gas-oil-contact (GOC) at 7251 ft for the C9000 reservoir. As a prove of concept, these techniques 
predicted similar hydrocarbon type and fluid contacts across adjacent reservoir blocks where pore fill and contacts were 
previously known from well logs. This therefore served as a means of calibrating the results across the area of interest 
hence improving confidence in the predictions. Semblance map revealed a multi-channelized fan system with varying 
degree of channel incision for the C8000 reservoir. The varying degree of channel incision is observed to be responsible 
for the contrasting fluid contacts logged in the different compartments and hence defines the C8000 reservoir to be 
stratigraphically compartmentalized which hitherto was interpreted as a structurally segmented reservoir. Therefore, 
multiple geological scenarios were defined to manage the compartmentalized nature of the reservoir. The outcome of this 
study for the C8000 and C9000 reservoirs have influenced the reservoir modelling approach and therefore the 
development philosophy, particularly with respect to the initial proposed appraisal scope, well count, and completion 
strategy with a cost saving of close to $50M.
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Figure 1: Map showing the location of Egu field.

Figure 2: Dip-orientated seismic line revealing structural pattern in Egu field
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Figure 3: Well correlation panel for C8000 reservoir.

Figure 4: Egu historical production and deferment. Plot shows a steady production decline through time.
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Table1: Well data coverage in C8000 and C9000 reservoir.

Figure 5: Hydrocarbon fluid distribution stick plot for C8000 reservoir showing varying OWC contact and deeper than 
                expected ODT logged in A2 well. Well distribution on stick plot is aligned with their location on structure.
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Figure 6: Hydrocarbon fluid distribution stick plot for C9000 reservoir showing varying pore fill and contact uncertainty in 
                Block C. Beige color in B1 represent unknown fluid column. Well distribution on stick plot is aligned with their 
                location on structure.
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Figure 7: RMS amplitude maps for C8000 and C9000 reservoirs respectively. C8000 amplitude map appear to be patchy 
                within block of interest defined by boundary faults in beige color.

Figure 8: Amplitude Vs. Depth plot indicating predicted fluid contacts in C9000 reservoir.
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Figure 9: Uninterpreted and interpreted version of semblance map for C8000 reservoir. A Multi-channelized fan system is 
                 clearly revealed. 

Figure 10: Acoustic impedance attribute in map (A) and section view (B) revealing the isolated nature of the channelized fan 
                  system. The acoustic impedance model agrees with gamma ray and resistivity logs at well location.
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Figure 11: Top structural map of C8000 reservoir showing location of planned development well with red line.
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Figure 12: Top structural map of C9000 reservoir showing location of planned development wells in red lines.
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